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WELCOME
BACK
GOOD LUCK!
As society opens up and you are free once again
to provide services to individuals and businesses
looking for event, meeting and recreational
spaces we wanted to wish you the very best of
luck and a prosperous second half of 2021.

POST COVID
OPPORTUNITIES
We’ve pulled together a short report on the
opportunities that have emerged for providers of
space as a result of Covid 19. We hope you'll find
it useful.
As with every great economic shock we believe
that by adapting, being creative and striving for
excellence in service and operations,
organisations can gradually leave behind the
challenges they’ve faced and prosper.
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YOUR
VENUE
OVERVIEW
We've looked through your website and online
content through a post Covid lens and wanted to
kick off this report with some perspectives on how
this content might be received by your prospects
and customers.

OPENING / RE-OPENING
It was really helpful to see the "Good to Go"
accreditation and 'Safe Events' blog posts on the
website.
Alongside the dedicated Covid page with risk
assessment published (which has been proven to
drive consumer confidence), one way system
plans and a detailed overview of procedures you
have a really good set of resources.
There wasn't any current update on opening
status that we could see, and other venues have
added some great touches by having their own
re-opening timeline visible, as well as offering a
delegate add on with hand sanitiser, wipes and a
branded face mask that we thought was a great
touch.
Having a video walk around of the site and the
systems in place is a helpful tool, as is an up to
date blog / vlog on how staff are preparing for
re-opening as it showcases both the venue and
the safety procedures in place.
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YOUR
VENUES

VIRTUAL / HYBRID
It's clear that virtual and hybrid solutions are going to
continue to play a major part in event delivery going
forward.
We think this is an area where customers still have a
reliance on venues to show them the art of the possible.
The collaboration with Hire Space is really helpful in
demonstrating expertise, but it does risk sending a
customer away from your venue to a generic Hire Space
page rather than one that represents the Southwark
listing on there.
If you can add a 'hybrid in action' video to your page, a
customer case study for social proof and some example
packages it might be a useful resource on your own
website.

ROOM HIRE
Given the change in work habits and the reduction in
office space, we believe demand for flexible work and
collaboration space will drive up small meeting
bookings post lockdown.
The venues with the easiest to book spaces will drive
the greatest conversion as teams look to get together.
With the right rule based calendar system there is an
opportunity to provide live availability and instant
booking, simplifying the process for customers and
removing admin for your team.
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THE NEW
WORLD
CATALYST FOR CHANGE
Having endured over a year of restriction and
uncertainty, and the adaptation for survival that
goes with it, Covid 19 has impacted people’s lives
and livelihoods in ways that, where not
permanent, will at least have a long term impact
on how we function and do business.
There are four such consequences that we see as
creating huge change, and opportunity, in the
meetings, events and facilities hire sector.
Digital First Consumers
Hybrid Events
The Future of Work
Economic aftermath
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DIGITAL FIRST
CONSUMERS
ONLINE BUYING JOURNEYS

The first change is merely an acceleration and entrenching of a trend that was
already well underway. Consumers have an ever increasing need to access and
acquire services online, through simple buying journeys.
People research, compare, price and purchase online. 36% of consumers now shop
online weekly, an increase from 28% before the pandemic. (Selligent), and; globally,
49% of consumers shop online more now than they did pre-COVID-19.
(Bazaarvoice).
For the travel industry, a comparable service with an established online booking
experience, online bookings already accounted for 50% of all transactions pre Covid
and we’d expect a corresponding uplift as other sectors have seen once restrictions
are lifted.
As a greater and greater percentage of the buying population become technology
literate, the reliance on devices to research, buy and manage purchases without the
need to have offline interactions with the supplier is our preferred route to buy.
As consumers we are put off by complicated buying journeys, barriers to completing
our objective, and we are sceptical about sharing our information when we aren’t
certain we are going to transact.
Being faced with enquiry forms, email and telephone contact and uncertain pricing
and availability data when it comes to hiring space or facilities is a barrier to
converting bookings. And it creates wasted effort on both sides as it fails to qualify
out inappropriate leads.

Not providing live booking tools online, especially for
smaller meetings and events, runs the risk of turning
paying customers away.
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HYBRID EVENTS
NOT 'ONE SIZE FITS ALL'
Prohibiting in person events and forcing get-togethers to run entirely virtually has
opened our eyes to some big possibilities in terms of cost and environmental
sustainability.
However, ‘Zoom fatigue’ has also reinforced that humans still crave physical
interaction and that some elements of human relationships just don’t work as well
remotely.
A 2020 BBC report confirmed the struggle with virtual engagement:
‘Being on a video call requires more focus than a face-to-face chat. Video chats
mean we need to work harder to process non-verbal cues like facial expressions, the
tone and pitch of the voice, and body language; paying more attention to these
consumes a lot of energy. You cannot relax into the conversation naturally.’
So the way forward is almost certainly going to create a long-term demand for
‘hybrid’ solutions, taking the best parts of the old and the new so that we can make
rational decisions about the costs of getting together to our wallets and to the world
we live in, and the irrefutable value of collaborating and socialising under the same
roof.
Hybrid meetings and events are not one size fits all. Having a broad service offering
that adapts to the size of the event and the corresponding delivery implications for
virtual and in-person elements is critical.

Consumers will want hybrid, but they’ll be relying on
you to articulate what it looks like and how it works.
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FUTURE OF
WORK
DEMAND FOR COLLABORATION SPACE
Working for home has become a necessity for productivity to survive, no longer a
term reserved for answering the odd email with daytime television on, or extending
the weekend.
The world doesn’t fall apart when everyone is forced to abandon the office and so
the attention has shifted to the long term benefit of saving money on huge
commercial property leases and re-thinking models of work and the spaces that are
used day to day.
According to a recent study by Morgan Stanley, only 34% of UK workers who could go
back to the office have actually done so, and many businesses have publicly stated
that they will extend the option to WFH indefinitely. Facebook has said that 50% of its
jobs will be remote within 10 years; Twitter is letting almost all its global workforce
WFH forever.
Businesses are serving notice on their offices and rationalising, or even eradicating,
the number of desks they need post Covid.
Whilst perspectives differ on how often and for what purpose it will be necessary,
what isn’t being denied is a consensus that colleagues still need to get together
from time to time, and they need a place to do that.

Being able to offer on demand, easy access work,
meeting and collaboration space will allow venues
to serve businesses who no longer have anywhere to
call home.
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GETTING MORE
FROM LESS
BALANCING INVESTMENT AND COSTS
The stark realities of a financially crippling year of restrictions are only likely to come
to the fore once society re-opens. Those businesses who rely almost solely on
services delivered in physical space have obviously been hit the hardest.
With some creative adaptation, shrewd cost management and drawing on the
government support available, providers of meeting and event space will pull
through, but not without having to make difficult sacrifices.
For example, ongoing hygiene obligations alone are overwhelming.
John Wagner, co-founder of Cycas Hospitality, which manages and owns hotels,
questioned the sustainability of new hygiene and cleanliness requirements, which he
believes, “changes the economic model of how a hospitality business works.”
“If we’ve got to put everybody in PPE (personal protective equipment) and clean the
lift every time somebody goes in it, how many lifts have to be built if you have only
two people in it at a time? It just can’t work. The whole industry would collapse.”
So paradoxically, at a time of financial struggle, venues need to invest and add new
costs. Not just in having the highest standards of hygiene and safety, but in adapting
services to supply a new world with new customers.
The only way to do this within the grip of financial constraint is to focus ruthlessly on
operational efficiency and look at ways to remove waste and unnecessary admin
from processes.

Service doesn’t need to be compromised, but
ruthlessly focusing on what activity is actually
delivering value will be incredibly important.
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OPERATING
FOR
CHANGE
EMBRACING THE NEW
WORLD
So what might that mean for the spaces and
facilities you provide?
What are the things you could be doing to take
advantage of the fallout from Covid?
We take a look at how you might thrive though
2021 and beyond by doing the following:
Providing self-service tools
Marketing your hybrid solutions
Defining and serving a new type of customer
Lowering your cost to serve
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SELF-SERVICE
TOOLS
FIND AND CONVERT CUSTOMERS
Your customers are online. In which case, two things matter. How do you reach as
many of them as possible, and how do you get as many of those that you do reach
to do business with you?
In the first instance you need to make it easy for them to discover what you are
offering. That means providing a clear booking journey through your website that is
easy to find from your homepage. Many of your prospects know the location and
even the venue they plan to use so making the last part of the decision easy for
them when they hit your website is massively beneficial.
It also means promoting your services through as many relevant general and / or
niche, national and / or local lead aggregators for the spaces and facilities you
provide to the public.
To improve booking conversion and qualify the right customers in, you should also
provide live availability and booking of these services, particularly for meetings,
ticketed events and specialist facilities, and all the food, beverage and equipment
hire add-ons you offer.
And you should extend this live availability to the lead aggregators you are working
with, who typically promote venues on their pages with whom they have the simplest
booking journeys in place.

People want on-demand. Anything limiting what or
when they can make buying decisions is a huge
barrier to making a purchase
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MARKET HYBRID
SERVICES
SEEING IS BELIEVING
Everybody is talking about hybrid and has a general idea about what it means, but
the detail can still be a very confusing proposition for consumers.
They need to see and understand what it is you can offer and how you will facilitate
delivering the service so that they can concentrate on their event objectives.
You need to define the types of hybrid services you can provide, covering those that
have an in-person and virtual element, and those that hook together multiple inperson elements using technology.
You need to create visual content on how your spaces can be used, whether that is
demonstrating studio type setups for panel sessions, stepping through how you
project manage the events and technology, or showing multi-site sessions in action.
You need to be clear about what technology and technology support is available,
how it can be deployed and your role as a project manager to ensure delivery goes
smoothly.
And you need to consider and provide visibility on the commercial element. There is
a cost to providing virtual tools to deliver hybrid solutions and these need to be
factored into the price of the event or the cost of delegate, but that should be done
alongside demonstrating the expenses that are saved for virtual attendees and the
broader reach that is possible without geographical barriers.

Identifying other venues that you can work with to
create a distributed network connected through
tech will make for a really compelling solution
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THE NEW
CUSTOMER
TIME TO PROFILE YOUR PROSPECTS
Customers have changed. What they want from a venue and its facilities has
evolved as a result of Covid. This means there is a greater emphasis on safety and
the role of in-person spaces alongside virtual solutions, and it means that a different
audience is now looking at how they use space long term.
Businesses will be seeking a network of spaces they can use on-demand, with full
flexibility for the purpose of collaborative working and meeting. Every day there will
be opportunities to provide packages for small groups of colleagues to get together
to discuss strategy, a specific project, or just socialise.
Marketing the right packages for this new community of customers will be a real
differentiator as restrictions are lifted. And the advantages you have in terms of
location, food and drink, equipment and parking will all add to the appeal of your
venues.
This isn’t about simply re-starting what you’ve always done - new safety obligations
and appetite for hybrid have already forced a new service perspective - it is about
considering what a customer now looks like and what their emerging needs are.
For many business leaders and HR professionals that is how they now bring an
effective in-person element into a newly established remote, distributed team.
Office space providers loss is your gain.

The biggest revolution in the way we work since
the industrial age is an opportunity to function as
the go to physical spaces for many businesses
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LOW COST TO
SERVE
RE-EVALVUATING VALUE
There is plenty of investment required to become a safe environment that appeals
to people’s changing needs for space. At a time when things are challenging, it’s
critical to look at where there is inefficiency in operations to help balance the cost.
Manually moving customers from enquiry to booking, and from booking to the day
itself is a time consuming process, particularly if you continue to be in a world of
higher volume, lower value smaller meetings and events.
Being in a position to not only provide online booking and payment processing, but
also allowing customers to self serve when it comes to preparing for their booking
and arriving on site vastly reduces the need for labour intensive tasks along the way.
Being able to automate the tasks and assignment of responsibilities based on
customer or booking status also removes manual intervention as ownership for an
action moves from sales to front of house to housekeeping and facilities.
This is not about removing the considerable value of experienced professionals from
the process and the role they play in business development and service delivery, this
is about re-directing resources to the emerging and increasing needs of your
venues.
Whether it be travel or automotive sales, big ticket industries across the board lean
heavily on technology to deliver operational efficiency without undermining quality.

With so much to do, spending time bogged down
in low value operational admin simply isn't an
option
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SWITCH AS
AN ENABLER
PART OF YOUR RECOVERY
TEAM
We believe we have the solution that delivers
against these opportunities, either through direct
deployment of our Switch technology, or through
the flexibility it gives your teams to focus on the
important new trends for service.
Switch is an events, meetings and facilities hire
software solution that allows you the flexibility to
manage the particulars of how, when and on
what basis you offer space and services at your
venue AND the ability to reflect that in a live
booking tool for private hire and ticketing.
Switch lets you deliver on providing live
availability, self-service customer tools and
automating low value admin routines, as well as
marketing packages like hybrid services and
workspace solutions for business.
Here’s a quick snapshot of what it can do.
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FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
ROOMS, FACILITIES, SERVICES
Document all your facilities and services, from rooms to DDR packages, equipment
hire to outside spaces with resource level management of availability, pricing,
discounts and specific elements like layouts, menus and front of house instructions.
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ASSET LIBRARIES
ALL YOUR IMAGES AND DOCS IN ONE PLACE
Manage your whole bank of marketing and legal assets in one place with a full
image and document library that can be seamlessly linked to booking activity.
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ONLINE
BOOKING
LIVE AVAILABILITY CONFIGURED TO YOUR
RULES
Use branded templates to create fully configurable online booking journeys through
your website.
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CLEAR
AVAILABILITY
TO HELP FIND THE RIGHT SPACE
Opening and existing bookings all visible to the customer.
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CLEAR BOOKING
COMPONENTS
ROOM LAYOUTS AND RELEVANT CAPACITIES
Headline planning like room configurations.
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UPSELL ADDONS
A CONFIGURED SELECTION OF FOOD, DRINK
AND EQUIPMENT OPTIONS.
And a real-time checkout with customer level pricing and payment terms.
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DASHBOARD
NAVIGATION
QUICK VIEWS OF DATA AND BOOKINGS
An easy to navigate dashboard with key KPIs
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CALENDAR
CENTRIC
EVERYTHING THAT'S COMING UP
And a status driven calendar with a simple availability tool to block out space.
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BOOKINGS
CONSOLE
EDIT, REPEAT, COMMUNICATE
Review and edit bookings including creating repeat and block bookings and creating
and sharing key documents with the customer (invoices, contracts) and your team
(function sheets).
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CUSTOMER
PORTAL
TAKE ACTION IN THEIR OWN TIME
And provide every customer with their own booking portal to manage particulars of
their arrangements with you including edits, payments, guest management and live
chat with your teams.
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COMMS CENTRE
FULL AUDIT TRAIL OF EVERY ACTION
Work with a configurable template database of over 60 comms messages to
simplify and automate email and SMS communication with customers and your
team.
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BUDGET
MANAGEMENT
PLAN, REVIEW, REPORT
And define and track your budgets automatically through the Switch system to stay
on top of performance, with cloud accounting integrations to automate financial
reconciliation.
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PARTNERSHIP
PART OF YOUR RECOVERY
TEAM
We hope this document has provided some
useful and thought provoking ideas for your
venue and facilities.
We believe in the value we can provide to support
venues in adapting to the new normal, but we
also recognise the challenges venues are
currently under so we’re offering a deferral on all
our monthly licence fees until January 2022.
If you’d like to chat further you can speak to Ross
on ross.cox@dispace.co or 07519098299.
Good luck for the rest of the year; we hope to get
the opportunity to work with you at some point in
the future.
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